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About This Game

AREA 4643 (Yoroshi-san) is a cyberpunk action shooting game. It's based on the cyberpunk city Neo-Saitama and Ninja Slayer
universe.

Chose your character from Yakuza Tengu, Evil Yamoto or Dollhouse.
Defeat the Yakuza Clones, Bio Sumotori and Ninja demigods to SAVE THE UNIVERSE!

===============

THE STORY SO FAR

The world domination AI "A.R.G.O.S." exploded so impressively and the Neo-Saitama was saved.
But shortly after the great explosion, Steam-verse Neo-Saitama was created by someone.

The EMP storms came again from there and now the boundary of each universes became unstable than before.
This is not a natural EMP disaster. Someone must be trying to destroy and ruin the whole universe.

"Wow, It's not good"
I, the Vertigo, the great multi-verse traveller ninja, noticed the very bad omen. Seriously.

"I have to summon the brave fighters to this Steam-verse Neo-Saitama...!"

===============

Chose your character!!!
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Yakuza Tengu: The holy yakuza warrior empowered by cybernetics and wearing the mysterious Tengu mask. He is called
Yakuza-Tengu, the insane ninja hunter. Left weapon is long range shooting with two guns. Right weapon is close combat dosu-

dagger attack. Bomb is the detonative holy water throwing.

Evil Yamoto: She is the mysterious creature looks like a high school girl with small horns. Left weapon is short range drill
knuckle duster wave. Right weapon is close combat weapon attack. Bomb is the wrath self buff.

Dollhouse: She is the base guitar player of the Rock'n'Roll band "BSSB". She likes weed and occult things so much. Left
weapon is all range base sound wave. Right weapon is close combat guitar attack. Bomb is the summoning of the auto-homing-

devils of Rock'n'Roll.

???: And...more characters will be released in next version!

================

Language Support

All stories are written in English/Japanese subtitles. You can chose it in option menu.
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Publisher:
Diehardtales Games
Release Date: 21 Dec, 2018
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area 4643 steam. area 4643 動画. 46430 area code. area 4643 攻略

AIEEE, AIEEE! 4643, 4643 NANDE?!. Do-mo review-reader-san. I'm Ezoe desu.

This game is based on the fictional ninja novel "Ninja Slayer".

In the novel, Y2K problem hit the world so hard we run out of IP addresses. That catastrophic event cause a massive reality
mutation so we are now living in a Neo-Saitama. Where heavy metal acid rain fall almost every day and those who has no
immunity get sick within half an hour.

Most people, except for makegumi(loser-class) off course, wear the cyber sanglasses which is a very advanced VR display.
Many people are genetically modified or inplant cybernetic gears(including illegal one). And the most important cybernetics are
off course, human-body LAN which allows you to connet to the network directry to the neuron.

The existance of the ninja is rumored, but off course, these are just rumors. There is no ninja at all. If you witness a ninja, you
have serious health concerns anyways. Because of tremendous fear of witnessing a ninja, you got a NRS(Ninja Reality Shock).
The usual symptom of NRS are incontinence, fainting, and in the worst case, death.

Now, real ninjas were those Heian-era people who trained so hard to become the real ninja. But their ninja soul is somehow
released in the wild and possess the people. A person who was possessed by a ninja soul become a ninja. At least, so I've heard.

Anyway about this game. This game is indeed cheap, but difficult. If the reader has ninja-eyesight, it should be trivial for you.
But most of the ordinary people who don't have a ninja-eyesight, genetically-moddified, nor illegal cybernetics modification,
you will struggle to beat this game.

This is a usual top-down view shooter. Very short. It has just 5 stages.

The player characters are Yakuza Tengu who demand the donate to everybody, Evil Yamoto who is kawaii, and Goth Rock
pank girl.

The enemies are clone-yakuza, genetically modified animals and other motor-bots from Yorosi-san Medicine, one of the dark
mega-corp.. A Ninja Slayer game?! Subarashii!!

A fantastic top-down shooter in the vein of Hotline Miami, but with gameplay that resembles a Bullet Hell. I have only played
two stages and my Karate has grown tenfold.. One of the most incredibly underrated games on here, it's like an alternate
timeline Hotline Miami if it was directed by Suda and had bullet hell patterns. That pretty much sums it up, a twin stick shooter
mixed with danmaku elements. There's three distinct playable characters with their own attack methods, and with each comes a
primary attack, melee, and special bomb once you build it up. Grazing close to bullets builds your multiplier, and the final boss
was fantastic. My only criticisms are that the music seemed repetitive, and the game clocks in at about 1 hour (5 levels). There's
replay value though as you're scored on each level, and the character designs and environments are grade A stuff.
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◆HEROES OF THE ARCADE◆:
We held "AREA4643 Stage1 High Score Attack" event on Twitter. Beat them if you can! =)

◆◇◆HEROES OF THE ARCADE / Dec 2018◆◇◆
◆Yakuza Tengu : 1700567pts @yadzu_kazuya -san
◆Evil Yamoto : 1662542pts @yadzu_kazuya -san
◆Dollhouse : 1701875pts @heyleyQ -san. NOW ON SALE:
SYSTEM: *** Please wait while we process your connection ***

#NEO_SAITAMA: *YOU join #NEO_SAITAMA

#NEO_SAITAMA: Do-mo, dear Ninjaheads! Ninja Slayer is the Cyberpunk Ninja Action Novel series written by Bradley
Bond-san and Philip Ninj@ Morzez-san. Ninja Slayer is a fiction so you are NOT the Ninja Slayer. Ninjas do not exist in this
real world. Your boss is NOT a ninja. Your teacher is NOT a Ninja. Your parents are NOT Ninjas. Don't slay them. INGA-
OHO!!. Thank you Quiccs-san!:
The main image's English font was made by Quiccs Maiquez -san, Super Villain and Art Director at Burnwater Art x Design,
Manila PH.
Thank you Quiccs-san!. Ninja Slayer-san is now playable!:
***GOURANGA!***

AREA4643 v1.1!
 - New playable character: Ninja Slayer-san
 - Stage 3 was expanded.
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